
G70 Tracker Fitting Guide 
Fitting time approx 30 mins

Tools Required: Zip-ties, cutters, wire connection tools*
*Drill may be required for mounting and removing screws, as well as a multi-meter
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1 Location

The G70 is a IP68 rated waterproof and IK08 impact protected tracker with a built-in
harness. 
Identify the location where you will fit the tracker. 
The tracker should be located away from areas where it can become damaged
(Heat etc) 
G70 must have no metal obstruction between the box and the sky for best results. 
The tracker should not impede the operation of the vehicle and all cables must be
out of the way of the driver/operator. 
Should be hidden as best as possible out of sight. 



2 Fitting

Wires: 
Red (Pin 1) = Permanent Power – connects to
battery positive 
Black (Pin 2) = Ground – connects to battery
negative 
(Optional) White (Pin 3) = ignition - Connected 

-----------to alternator signal wire or ignition position -  ---
-----------“Engine on” (Indicated engine is running). 

*Please note the white wire is optional. If you
choose to not use it, please notify TFO with an on
and off battery voltage reading as a script change
will need to be made. 

G70

3 Activation

Start asset and let it run for 5 mins (If no white wire was used, please call 1300 110

248 and select option 1 to change the script

Ensure you have available; Asset Number, Tracker number, Rego, Make/Model/Vin

No.

Turn asset off and scan the QR code with your phone

Follow the steps through the activation app

You will need the assets details and the tracking number to complete the

activation. If the asset already exists in the system, please search for an existing

asset, otherwise select 'add new'.

Please call 1300 110 248 If you have any issues
 with the activation for assistance 


